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I Love You to God and Back: A Mother and Child Can Find Faith and Love Through Bedtime
Prayers by Amanda Lamb

Thomas Nelson
$16.00, paperback
ISBN: 978-1400203918
April 17, 2012
Inspirational Parenting
Available from local bookstores or at www.Amazon.com

One hundred prayers from a child and one hundred poignant reflections from her mom show
women everywhere how to deepen the bond with their children and build faith together.

Sleepy, rubbing her eyes, and ready for bed, Chloe looked up at her mom, author Amanda
Lamb, and said, "Mommy, I love you to God and back." In a way that only a child could express,
Chloe did her level best to show her mom just how much she loved her. In this charming, useful
book, readers get a heartwarming look at the bond between mother and child and how bedtime
prayers deepened their bond and built their faith together.
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I Love You to God and Back shares one hundred of Chloe's bedtime prayers and the deep
spiritual reflections they ignite in her Mom. It showcases what the Bible speaks of when it talks
about childlike faith. And it helps any mother lead her child intentionally into faith while
deepening their bond.

For any mother who longs to love her children, longs to see their bond deepen, and needs a
road map to get started, I Love You to God and Back is exactly what she needs. Any mother
can experience the sweetness of the moment when her child looks up and says, "I love you to
God and back."

Amanda Lamb is a professional television journalist, author, and mother. Amanda writes in two
completely different genres: one about her life at home, and one that reflects the life of a hard
news reporter who covers high-profile murder cases.

She is also a veteran crime reporter for an award-winning CBS television station in the
Southeast, WRAL, and writes a regular online column called "Dispatches from a Reporter’s
Notebook" about life behind the scenes of a crime reporter. She writes a parenting blog for ww
w.WRAL.com
every Monday called
Go Ask Mom
.

In her more than twenty years as a professional journalist, Amanda has developed a reputation
as the go-to reporter for networks seeking credible feedback and interviews on murder cases
garnering national in the Southeast. She has made regular appearances on CBS, FOX News,
CNN, truTV, Discovery Investigates, and on the Oxygen network.
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